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Transform your favorite photos into amazing pieces of quilted art! With fabric as your palette, you
can create wall quilts from photos of landscapes, flowers, people--and get results that resemble
gorgeous watercolor paintings.* Learn this easy, square-by-square technique with five step-by-
step projects* Simply print a photo onto paper; then use a transparent grid to lay out your
fabrics* Use raw-edge patchwork for super-simple sewing--plus, you can quilt as you go!

About the AuthorHome: Eureka, CaliforniaPat Durbin is an award-winning quilter and teacher
who has been sewing since childhood. This is her first book.
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Diane Yaghoobian, “Not for bed quilts; this is art quilt instruction.. I don't care for quilts on walls.
Other people have them and love them, but I like practical art, bed quilts. I have no use, for
instance, for those collectible cute teapots that cannot be used for tea. Not my cuppa. I got this
for inspiration and tips for watercolor type quilts. It provides excellent instruction for reproducing
landscape quilts but in a method that would be impractical for a bed quilt, only good for art
quilts. For instance, using this method you can embed real leaves, sticks, shells, into the scene.
Can't imagine that making it through the washer. Also employs impractical fabrics for such
practical use as I intended.  Great for art quilts, wall hangings; not helpful for bedquilts.”

Shirley J. Gilmore, “Exceptional. I will be taking a class from Pat Durbin in September and
wanted to know a little about this type of art quilt. So easy and the rewards are wonderful! Good
way to make your vacation photo into a wallhanging.”

Katherine E. Fletcher, “Create a landscape with ease. Fun book and a wonderful teacher. If you
can, take a class from Pat. All students had great results with their projects. The book is a great
tool.”

Ingrid Kvarven, “This I was looking for a long time.. This is what I was looking for! I whant to put
some of my nature photos into quilts.”

The book by Pat Durbin has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 9 people have provided feedback.
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Language: English
Hardcover: 32 pages
Reading age: 5 - 8 years
Lexile measure: 800L
Grade level: Kindergarten - 4
Item Weight: 9.6 ounces
Dimensions: 8.5 x 0.25 x 11.25 inches
Paperback: 64 pages
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